Abstract—Roadways with dynamic wireless charging systems (DWCS) enable charge-sustaining in-motion EV charging, which can reduce charging idle time while increasing range capabilities. Spatially distributed transmitter coils are controlled in response to traffic load that varies significantly minute to minute with high power levels, very short charging time, and low system utilization like wind turbine power. Traffic load estimation and localized analysis may guide effective sizing and topology adoption for feasible and scalable DWCS deployment. DWCS traffic load approximation is reviewed with measured Automated Traffic Recorder (ATR) data and statistical distributions being used to create a synthetic load analyzed using proposed metrics quantifying system utilization over time. Lumped coil section segmentation is compared between second-based distance and spatial density analysis methods, offering 17-27% greater system utilization. A peak load shifting method is proposed for traffic redirection across two tracks with optional BESS integration increasing system utilization by 50-60% depending on time-based and power reserve-based sizing and control.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electric vehicle (EV) deployment has greatly accelerated in part due to rising gas prices, increased energy efficiency, and the potential for significantly reduced emissions. One of the biggest challenges for the widespread adoption of EVs is range anxiety due to limited distributed charging systems and reduced energy density in batteries compared to conventional fuels. Dynamic wireless charging system (DWCS) deployment could play a large part in mitigating range-related anxiety through charge-sustaining operation, supplying power sufficient for continued travel to EVs in motion. Previous studies have found that 200kW systems covering 8-10% of primary roadway at highway speeds can allow charge-sustaining (CS) operation on 99.3% of EV driving cycles [1].

Dynamic wireless charging uses electromagnetic coupling as shown in Fig. 1(a) to charge vehicles in-motion, extending cruising ranges while reducing battery pack capacity requirements and idle charging times [2], [3]. Power output is virtually constant and controlled on the grid-side in response to traffic flow, the number of vehicles at an instant in time, across the roadway and above transmitter coils [4], [5]. The active charging window and power demand is therefore heavily dependent on vehicle speed and the number and size of transmitter and receiver coils.

A major challenge for DWCS planning is the randomness of traffic density and vehicle speed, which define maximum system power demand. High power output of 200 kW per coil, akin to that of a DC fast charger in price and scale, is desired to maximize the energy transferred to the battery while maintaining reasonable cost. Topology and implementation strategies for DWCS have been explored prior [5], [6] to minimize system interconnections and size while providing for majority of the traffic load. These systems vary in using either a stretched topology, using long tracks with lower efficiency and coupling performance [7], or a lumped topology, where multiple coils are connected either individually or in large groups to power converters [8], [9].

In one example case, employing laboratory demonstrated technology shown in Fig. 1(b) from [10], a typical number, $n_c$, of 50 coils of single-lane width and a length, $L_c$, of 1.61 meters are connected in a section supplied by a 230kW converter. For a one-mile long single track road with 980 coils, segmentation could create 20 coil sections each with its own converter, adding up to an accumulated rating of 4.6MW. Application on a tightly regulated road with a constant vehicle speed, $S_v$, of 60mph and a minimum 2s time difference, $t_d$, between vehicles fulfills the condition: $n_c \cdot L_c \leq S_v \cdot t_d$ similar to that presented in [11].

In this paper, the cross-disciplinary intersection of traffic behavior and DWCS load are explored, metrics are developed to quantify topology effectiveness, and multiple DWCS configurations are proposed to increase power electronic capacity factor. Within the modeled system, it is assumed that 100% of driving of EVs have WPT capability, 1 mile of interstate is covered through DWCS coils, analysis results are location-specific depending on the traffic behavior at that interstate, power is regulated, and cars are travelling at constant (free flow) speed.

II. TRAFFIC-BASED LOAD MODELING FOR DWCS

Daily load profiles for DWCS are highly dependent on the number and speed of vehicles across the specified roadway.
Previous DWCS impact studies assuming varying penetration of WPT enabled EVs have used sensing data including GPS stamped driving cycles at 1 second resolution [3], weigh-in-motion data at 0.1 seconds [6], and mesoscopic traffic simulation at a 5 second resolution [12]. When lacking high-resolution traffic data, we can generate an approximation of the traffic load by stochastically interpolating the time of vehicle arrival and approximating constant vehicle speed as performed prior in [5], [13] at a minutely resolution and [12] at a second resolution.

Sub-hourly traffic data, like in Fig. 4, within this study is estimated using annual average daily traffic (AADT) provided through the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet’s Interactive Statewide Traffic Counts Map [14] and an hourly traffic distribution (HTD) from 900+ days of hourly Automated Traffic Recorder (ATR) traffic counts on the target highway, I-75 near Bowling Green, KY. For comparison, we plotted our data derived HTD against the data used in [5] from the 2009 US National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) [15] in Fig. 3. Our experimental data showcases an afternoon peak compared to the 2009 NHTS data akin to long-distance roadway traffic, leading to the introduction of the hybrid split-track system proposed for improved system utilization.

Sub-hourly vehicle arrival is described by (1), (2), and (3) with (1) estimating the number of vehicles per hour on the roadway \( V_a(h) \) as a product of the AADT and the percentage of cars per day expected to arrive on the road at that hour \( P(h) \). A Poisson distribution was used to approximate the number of vehicles arriving at every minute \( V_a(n) \) using the hourly vehicle count as the mean, \( \lambda \) as shown in (2). For each vehicle, a normal distribution is used with the speed limit as the mean, \( \lambda \), and assuming a standard deviation, \( \sigma \), to sample a constant speed per vehicle \( S_v(V) \) on the roadway in (3). For every minute across the 24 hour period, the number of vehicles currently on the track are counted based on their time of arrival and speed and multiplied by the constant 230 kW load per coil to generate an aggregate load.
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variation can be found in Fig. 2 with much of the variation occurring between hours 6 and 18. For the following DWCS configuration analysis, the load was divided by 3 to create an average traffic per lane and each lane and the associated power electronics are defined as tracks. An example track load curve from the Bowling Green ATR data is shown in Fig. 4, using the parameters described in Table I, and a confidence interval capturing 95% of daily travel created using stochastic methods of synthetic data generation. Daily track load profiles can be used as a basis of comparison for segmentation topologies and the impact of traffic regulation modification for system capacity factor and power ripple.

The sections of DWCS consists of two primary parties: device-level control of individual transmitters to maximize efficiency depending on electromagnetic characteristics, and an aggregator that coordinates response to the traffic load, focusing on minimizing costs and maximizing customers depending on the expected traffic flow. Within this co-dependent system, aggregate control of coils separate from the power electronic control could be used to adjust power draw and system utilization based on traffic characteristics (Fig. 1(a)). In the quintessential example, a traffic jam, aggregate control of coils, assuming SOC is transmitted alongside payment info and vehicle position, could be handed with the goal of offsetting the very low electrical energy required for low speed movement. Assuming toggleable coils and precise vehicle location sensing, handing switching control to the power systems control enables maximum flexibility for outlier traffic scenarios while maintaining feasible sizing.

III. ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATION OF DWCS FOR INCREASED POWER ELECTRONIC CAPACITY FACTOR

For feasible DWCS deployment, devices are constrained by their power rating, which greatly impacts overall system cost [4]. Insights gained through traffic modeling enable the development of alternative traffic and power electronic configurations to improve system utilization estimated using (4).

System utilization or capacity factor within the current study, summarized in (4), is defined as the average power output divided by the system’s maximum rating for a track with higher utilization indicating greater device utilization within the system.

Compared to the heavily regulated case study briefly described in the introduction, the other extreme would be a highway with minimal user behavior regulation and considering one track, as shown in Fig. 7. Based on these results, a total accumulated system rating of 4.37 MW, shown in green, for 100% vehicle dynamic wireless charging along 1 mile, may provide with a very high level of confidence the typical required charging power for EVs. The average power for the load curve of Fig. 7, shown in red, is 1.49 MW and hence a system utilization of 41% which is comparable to other power electronic applications for largely variable resources, such as wind turbines.

Within lumped track systems, transmitter coil segmentation, like that shown in Fig. 5, can be deployed to improve overall system utilization by connecting multiple coils to a single converter but risks multiple cars travelling over the same section at a time, requiring advanced device controllability [11], [16]. For the segmentation of distributed lumped coils, two models for segmentation are proposed and simulated, one using an approximate vehicle length of 7.62 meters similar to [16], typically used in civil engineering modeling, and another using the 2 second safe distance between vehicles, like in [11], to evaluate system utilization improvement for both:

$$CF = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T P(t) \, dt \quad \frac{P_{max}}{P_{max}}$$

$$k = \frac{V_{num}}{V_L}, C_{act} = \frac{k}{C_L}, C_{sec} = \frac{C_{num}}{\max(C_{act})}$$
Fig. 5. Example segmented track with a shared grid-connecting transformer, shared DC bus between HF converters, and coil section segmentation, which can increase system utilization by 17-27%.

$$PE_{act} = \frac{C_{act}}{C_{num}} \frac{C_{sec}}{L}$$

Spatial density analysis was applied to a lumped coil track setup, as described in (5) and (6) where $C$ stands for coil, $k$ for density, $T$ for track, $V$ for vehicle, $L$ for length, $act$ is the current active number, and $sec$ the number of sections. Spatial density of the roadway, defined in (5) is determined as the quotient of the number of cars on the track across the day by the amount of spots available for one car each assuming a defined vehicle length. The roadway coil density and the spatial density, in (5) is then used to determine the number of active coils at any time whose maximum can be used to determine the number of coils per coil section in (5). Overall system utilization can then be estimated through (6) using section on-time depending on the traffic density over the course of the day.

The lumped coil track assuming a 7.62 meter vehicle resulted in a maximum of 10 coils per section with a maximum of 89 coils activated per minute on the roadway for an average system utilization of 30.6% compared to an average 3% utilization with individual coil-converter connections. The quotient of roadway length by the length of time necessary to sustain a minimum distance between cars can also be used to determine the number of sections. Applying this methodology with the Kentucky standard 2 second minimum between cars results in 25 coil sections with 38 coils per section and a maximum of 20 coils activated per minute for an average system utilization of 17.6%. Localized maximum system utilization can also be quantified as the ratio between cars on the roadway and the maximum cars at any point in time, enabling coil length and sectioning optimization per location, with a maximum utilization of 32.3% at the Bowling Green roadway section.

IV. BESS AND DWCS INTEGRATION FOR REDUCED PEAK POWER DEMAND

To improve upon system utilization, energy storage systems may be interconnected to the DC link to shift demand across time and reduce peak power system demand. Two methods are proposed for the sizing and control of energy storage systems to meet the majority of daily demand by sizing dependent on the 95% confidence interval. Within peak hours, traffic for two tracks (Fig. 8(a)) is split to increase overall system utilization, one with majority of the both track’s load and another to overflow during peak traffic loading with an optional battery energy storage system (BESS), like in [17] as depicted in Fig. 6. The resulting system capacity factors for both methods are compared to the conventional two track case in Table II.

Assumptions for Li-Ion BESS simulation include a starting SOC of 35%, a depth of discharge, $DOD$, of 80%, and no self-discharge or round-trip efficiency loss for best case scenario analysis with balanced traffic between tracks prior to redirection. Depending on the region of installation, geographically distributed energy storage and production, like pumped hydro or concentrated solar power thermal storage, may be more cost feasible than the utilization of Li-Ion BESS as assumed within this study. For both methods, the BESS charging power is sized such that the power dispersed over allocated charging hours meets the energy necessary for the diverted traffic, $E_{ES}$, with BESS capacity, $E_{cap}$, sized using the demanded energy as shown in (7).

$$\min(E_{cap}) = \max(E_{ES}) - \min(E_{ES})$$

The first method, depicted in Fig. 8(b), focuses upon halving demand on track one (T1) during peak time periods across the day through track two (T2) with an optional BESS. Between periods of reduced load, for example, the BESS system is charged using the power electronics for T2 while T1 charges cars that pass over it before T2’s BESS discharges during the peak to effectively shift load (Fig. 7(a)). An example charging and discharging application is shown in Fig. 7(b) with dynamically allocated BESS charging power and maintaining pre-defined SOC limitations, plotted in the dashed red line. The results of two cases using this method are listed in Table II with increased time periods reducing T1 utilization and increases T2 utilization but the introduction of BESS increases track two capacity factor by as much as 60%.
Fig. 7. Power profile for a hybrid DWCS configuration in (a) a stacked two track hybrid DWCS arrangement with traffic redirected towards both tracks for charging during peak loading periods between 6:00 and 18:00 and (b) the input/output power into the second track within the same time period with an integrated BESS system alongside the dynamic BESS SOC.

Fig. 8. Power profiles for a hybrid-split track configuration with optional BESS storage: (a) a conventional two-track traffic load traffic, (b) a time-based split across two tracks splitting one track’s power between 6 and 18:00 hours, and (c) a reserve-power based peak reduction as a percentage of the maximum power output for both tracks. System utilization for the second track increases by 50-60% due to BESS availability.

A second method, shown in Fig. 8(c), was proposed and simulated with a power reserve that can be used for system redundancy or shifting between tracks 1 and 2, similar to that performed in [18]. A percentage of the maximum power for combined track demand is shifted to the second track with a BESS to reduce peak demand and improve system utilization on T1. If the goal is meant for redundancy, track one’s performance doesn’t change while system stability is increased. If the goal is meant to instead reserve power and use the second track, the maximum power on T1 shifts, increasing capacity factor in T1 and T2 with and without BESS. Two reserved redirection case results are summarized in Table II with increased reservation percentage increasing T1 and T2 capacity factor with the introduction of BESS doubling track two capacity factor.

The results of both methods is highly dependent on the characteristic localized traffic behavior resulting in non-linear variation in track one and track two capacity factor. Additionally, the integration of BESS akin to those mentioned in [12], [19], enables greater capability for the integration of renewable energy generation and power smoothing to mitigate the effect of traffic load variation on the larger system.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, measured traffic data was used for the modeling, analysis, and sizing of dynamic wireless charging systems for a roadway using localized measured automated traffic recorder data and sampled statistical distributions. System device sizing is suggested based on a 90-95% confidence interval for traffic load aggregated from multiple instances of synthetically generated traffic. A metric for overall system utilization is introduced as a ratio of local average and the rated power output for the system to inform scalability-focused decisions.

Traffic load spatial density analysis was performed for system segmentation purposes based on the minimum distance between cars, length of the track, and number of coils on the roadway. Methods of lumped coil track segmentation are proposed for instantaneous spatial distribution of vehicles and the distance between vehicles with system capacity factor increasing by 27% or 17% respectively, assuming a single
car per section. Two methods of load shifting were proposed, modeled, and analyzed to increase power electronic utilization through traffic redirection. The first method, a time-based split of load on two tracks, resulted in increased system capacity factor on the redirected track by 60% with integrated BESS systems. The second method based on reservation of power from the maximum of both tracks, increased the system utilization of both tracks and can double the capacity factor with an added BESS. The cross-disciplinary development of DWCS configurations can guide the adoption of feasible, scalable deployment on real roadways and is reliant on reliable traffic modeling and aggregate control alongside informed sizing of coil-converter configurations.
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